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Pure Cleaner The popular PC cleaner and system fix tool, Pure Cleaner. Protects your system and keeps it clean and running
smooth by doing a system scan, optimizing your PC and cleaning temporary files. Its a great tool and only takes a few minutes to
use and you can do it daily to keep your system running at its best.Tired of your kid’s whining and running away from playtime?
Try a stress ball. An upcycled stress ball can be a good source of stress relief and, as mothers of young kids know, often those
stress balls get hoarded and thrown away. That's where this DIY upcycled stress ball is a great help. All you need are a rubber
doll head and some heat shrink plastic. Step 1: Take a very small rubber head from a rubber doll. (They come in a big box of
assorted parts for old-fashioned toy soldiers). Step 2: Take a tiny tube of heat shrink plastic and cut off about an inch of each
end. Snip it into the end of the head, so you have a tube of plastic at each end of the head. Step 3: Insert the tube of heat shrink
into the end of the doll head, so the heat shrink covers the top of the head. Then twist the top of the head to make it "voila"!
Step 4: Now you have a miniature stress ball you can color (if your kids will let you). Bonus points: You can add some paint,
fabric, glitter, stickers, etc. and turn it into a very cute doll's head. In the photo below, I put it through the washer and dryer and
it came out the other end looking great.Q: Name for the parametrized conversion from int to float I recently had a discussion
with a co-worker about the conversion of int to float. We came to the conclusion that there is no name for this parametrized
conversion and that it is "the usual method". Is there a name for this conversion? Is it a bad practise to parametrize it? Is there an
alternative? A: Float (float, double, and so on) is always the same type as the int that would be returned. int/float conversion is
implicit in the language; this means 82157476af
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